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Abstract
While archives play a vital role in shaping historical narratives, women's contributions are often underrepresented within collections. This presentation introduces a comprehensive Women-Inclusive Archives Toolkit developed to tackle this persistent gender gap. Grounded in critical archival theory, feminist perspectives, and an intersectional framework, the toolkit provides practical, scalable strategies for transforming archival practices across multiple levels. A case study from the Hauser RAND Archives demonstrates the toolkit's real-world application, highlighting how an internal assessment uncovered and addressed national systemic gender gaps. Specific interventions included recovering materials focused on women, disaggregating user data to enhance service delivery, and transforming physical spaces to be more inclusive. This presentation will offer attendees a detailed look at the toolkit's components, the challenges and successes encountered in applying its strategies, and actionable recommendations for other institutions aiming to enhance equity, diversity, inclusion, and social justice in their archival practices.
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